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Tea, anyone?
Black, green, chai. Whatever your leaf (or 
bag), the answer to many of life’s problems 
are often found in a soothing cuppa

An unassuming beverage for many, tea has made 
spectacular inroads from its origins in the sub-Himalayas 
5000 years ago to its position today as the most popular 
drink on the planet. Some 62 billion cups are consumed 
every year in the UK alone, according to the UK Tea & 
Infusions Association.

The tea plant itself is a camellia. The end product – the 
loose leaves you see in a packet or those used in a bag – is 
the result of a series of processing techniques and the level 
of oxidization (achieved by rolling or breaking the leaves). 
If you live in the UK, your tea will have come a long way 
and passed through many hands before finding its way 
into your cup. Indeed, tea’s calming and conciliatory 
properties – few things are as immediately comforting 
as putting on the kettle when you get home – belie a 
sometimes complicated and ethically challenging story. 

Jane Pettigrew, director of studies at the UK Tea 
Academy and a tea specialist and historian, says the 
beverage signifies welcome in many diverse cultures. 
‘When people come together to drink tea, there’s always 
an atmosphere of community, collaboration and peaceful 
communication. They feel better when drinking tea and 
understand it delivers good things into their bodies.’

Tea doesn’t only taste nice either. At one point, 
green tea was hailed a super drink. Its consumption is 
increasingly being linked with enhanced cardiovascular 
and metabolic health and there is evidence to suggest it 
improves blood pressure and cholesterol levels. White tea, 
in particular, is less processed than black or green tea and 
retains more beneficial antioxidants.

Lera Zujeva is founder of T-Lovers, a London-based 
company that runs tea workshops, walks and tasting 
ceremonies. The latter are about feeling and presence and 
being completely immersed in the moment rather than 

thinking or analysing the past, future, or present. They 
are opportunities to experience mindful drinking.

For Lera, tea is magical and she encourages people to 
embrace the importance it plays in many people’s lives. 
One of her teachers is Wu De from online magazine, 
Global Tea Hut. In his book Tea Medicine, he recounts 
the legend of the discovery of tea: ‘He [Chinese Emperor 
Sheng Nong] lived in the mountains and possessed huge 
powers. He was a renowned herbalist and tried thousands 
and thousands of different herbs and plants. One day 
after a long and tiring journey, Sheng Nong sat beneath 
the tree to have some rest and he noticed a few leaves 
falling from that tree straight into the pot of boiling water 
that the monk was preparing. Was it a chance? Was it a 
coincidence? Sheng Nong was not the one to question 
such gifts of nature. He tried this infusion. As soon as his 
lips touched the bowl he felt a huge surge of energy going 
though his body, his tiredness was completely gone, and 
he exclaimed: “This is the Emperor of ALL herbs.”’

‘Just imagine,’ says Lera. ‘Sheng Nong tried thousands 
and thousands of different plants throughout his life, 
yet it was tea that was the emperor of all of them. Tea is 
magic. It has to be experienced.’

The all-important tea-break
Experiencing any food mindfully can help to improve 
life’s balance by alleviating stress. Sitting down with 
a cup of tea (with or without biscuits) is one way to do 
this. A 2015 meta-analysis of 11 studies with almost 
23,000 participants found that for every three cups of 
tea consumed per day, the relative risk of depression 
decreased by 37 per cent. This association may be linked 
as much to the way the tea is consumed – the fact it often 
involves taking a break – as it is to the drink itself. For 

many people, tea indicates a time to stop and pause,  
to step away from stresses and anxieties. 

The beverage can also help to build connections. Tea 
with Strangers is an online community of people that 
‘brings strangers together for meaningful conversations’. 
It operates in cities and aims to help urban dwellers 
and workers forge links in ways that are reminiscent of 
close-knit communities and neighbourhoods. Tea is at 
the centre of the initiative. As Bar Rajamannar, a Tea 
with Strangers host, explains: ‘You don’t attend [a] tea 
time [event] to gain anything except a chance to speak to 
people in your city who you might otherwise never have 
met. There is a calming factor to drinking tea. A tea shop 
or coffee house has a more peaceful energy than a bar for 
example. Also, the collective act of drinking tea together 
in an intimate space gives people a shared experience 
right off the bat and helps ease what is definitely a foreign 
experience.’ Ankit Shah, the movement’s founder, adds: 
‘Tea is slow, patient, and intentional, making it a beautiful 
centrepiece for these kinds of interactions.’

Another group bringing people together over a cuppa 
is award-winning national charity Contact the Elderly. 
One of its initiatives involves free, monthly Sunday tea 

parties hosted by volunteers in their own homes. The 
guests are collected and taken to the tea gatherings by 
volunteer drivers, with the latter also getting to enjoy the 
afternoon’s proceedings. It’s an opportunity to address 
face to face the loneliness and isolation faced by some 
older people. The parties involve people of all ages who 
get to develop fulfilling friendships and support networks. 

Emma Wellwood, communications officer with the 
charity, which has more than 760 groups throughout 
England, Scotland and Wales, explains: ‘For older people 
who live alone, Sundays can be long and difficult. These 
parties give people a chance to get together with others, 
make new friends, eat delicious cakes and enjoy a cup of 
tea. The events are so simple, but they can make a real 
difference to the lives of those in the group.’

Tea with meaning
It’s not only older people who benefit from gathering 
around a cup of tea. Simon Atford has been attending 
support groups run by the Wiltshire branch of mental 
health charity Mind for nine years. He appreciates the 
therapeutic activities and discussions but says equally 
important is the opportunity to sit with a cup of tea 
(or, whisper it, coffee) – and to talk to others who have 
experienced similar problems. ‘The conversations can 
be about mental health but can also be about last night’s 
television. The chance to chat with people in a safe and 
comfortable atmosphere should never be underrated.’   

David Pool, who also attends the sessions, finds that tea 
is also central to the group’s spin-off afternoons. ‘Over 
the years I’ve made many friends and we’ve developed our 
own informal peer support. Sometimes it’s nice to have 
a cup of tea without the pressure of [having to] discuss 
what’s wrong. Finally, the biggest gift tea gives me is 
those few moments of the day when I can sit and be still, 
to think, reflect and to re-centre myself and be mindful 
of where I am mood wise and in my life. As a husband, 
father, carer and friend, tea drinking plays a big role.’

Tea does a big job. It quenches thirst, warms the  
body and nourishes the mind. It’s a way to connect with 
others as well as oneself. Now, where’s the kettle?

A cup of tea is a great way to get the creative juices flowing. 
See page 82 to find out how. 
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Ready for a brew? Turn the page for Timothy d’Offay’s tips on creating your own blend  


